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Abstract—Delta synchronization (sync) is a key bandwidthsaving technique for cloud storage services. The representative
delta sync utility, rsync, matches data chunks by sliding a search
window byte by byte, to maximize the redundancy detection for
bandwidth efficiency. This process, however, is difficult to cater
to the demand of forthcoming high-bandwidth cloud storage services, which require lightweight delta sync that can well support
large files. Inspired by the Content-Defined Chunking (CDC)
technique used in data deduplication, we propose Dsync, a CDCbased lightweight delta sync approach that has essentially less
computation and protocol (metadata) overheads than the state-ofthe-art delta sync approaches. The key idea of Dsync is to simplify
the process of chunk matching by (1) proposing a novel and
fast weak hash called FastFp that is piggybacked on the rolling
hashes from CDC; and (2) redesigning the delta sync protocol by
exploiting deduplication locality and weak/strong hash properties.
Our evaluation results driven by both benchmark and real-world
datasets suggest Dsync performs 2×-8× faster and supports
30%-50% more clients than the state-of-the-art rsync-based
WebR2sync+ and deduplication-based approach.
Index Terms—rsync, content-defined chunking, cloud storage

I. I NTRODUCTION
The promises of being able to access data anywhere and
anytime have made personal cloud storage services with
application APIs such as Dropbox [1], GoogleDrive [3], and
iCloud [4] increasingly popular. The burgeoning cloud storage
services impose challenges to both the clients and servers
with increasing network transmission and compute overheads,
which motivates service providers to propose solutions. DropBox, for example, has adopted delta synchronization (sync
for short) to reduce the amount of data traffic between the
client and server [12], [19]. In spite of this, the sync traffic
volume of DropBox still takes up to 4% of the total traffic
due to the frequent interactions between clients and servers
for calculating the delta (modified) data, according to a recent study [13] on several campus border routers. Therefore,
reducing the traffic and compute overhead in synchronization
remains an important challenge to be addressed.
As a classic model of synchronizing files between two
hosts, rsync is capable of effectively reducing the traffic
volume. Generally speaking, the rsync process synchronizes
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the client/server files f ′ (a modified version of f ) and f in
three phases as follows: 1 The client sends a sync request
to the server, and the server splits the server file f into fixsized chunks, which is followed by the server calculating
the fingerprints of the chunks to be sent to the client as
the Checksum List. 2 The client uses a sliding window
moving on the client file f ′ byte-by-byte, to match possible
duplicate chunks with the Checksum List from the server. 3
After finishing the byte-by-byte matching, the client obtains
the mismatched chunks, referred to as Delta Bytes, and send
them to the server, after which the server reconstructs the
client file f ′ according to the Delta Bytes and the server
file f . Several recent studies, including DeltaCFS [34], PandaSync [28], and WebR2sync+ [32], have improved over and
on the basis of rsync in various aspects. However, the
chunk-matching process using a byte-by-byte sliding window
remains largely unchanged in these rsync-based approaches,
which can be very time-consuming especially when the files
to be synchronized are increasingly large in high-bandwidth
cloud storage systems [22]. For example, according to our
study and observation, WebR2sync+ [32] spends ∼10× longer
time on the byte-by-byte chunk-matching process than on
the data transferring process over the Gigabit network when
synchronizing a large file of 1GB.
The current delta sync is difficult to cater to the demand
of cloud storage, given the inevitable challenges of inherently
higher end-user network bandwidth and larger cloud-hosted
file size. We notice that residential connectivity to the Internet
has already reached 1 Gbps in access bandwidth, and the
newly emerging 5G connectivity can even exceed 1 Gbps in
access bandwidth. Accordingly, the cloud-hosted files have
been growing in both quantify and (single-file) size. As a
consequence, we have to rethink and innovate the current
design of delta sync in order to catch up with this trend as
well as to satisfy the user experience.
Recently, data deduplication, a chunk-level data reduction
approach, has been attracting increasing attention in the design
of storage systems [29]. Rather than using a byte-wise sliding
window in the traditional compression approaches, data deduplication splits the files into independent chunks, usually using
a technique called Content-Defined Chunking (CDC), and

then detects duplicates chunk-by-chunk according to chunks’
fingerprints [23], [31]. Specifically, the CDC technique uses
a small sliding window (e.g., size of 48 bytes) on the file
contents for finding chunk boundaries and declares a chunk
boundary found if the hash value of the sliding window (i.e.,
the file contents) satisfies a pre-defined condition. As a result,
the chunk boundaries are declared according to the file contents instead of the file locations, which adequately addresses
the ‘boundary-shift’ problem due to file modifications and
thus detects more duplicates for data reduction. Therefore, we
believe that the CDC technique can be effectively used in the
sync protocol to eliminate the need for the time-consuming
byte-wise comparison.
Although CDC has the potential to simplify the chunkmatching process for redundancy detection, incorporating
CDC into the rsync protocol introduces new challenges,
including extra compute overhead due to the rolling-hash
based chunking and low redundancy detection ratio due to the
coarse-grained chunk-matching after CDC. To this end, we
propose Dsync, a lightweight CDC-based delta synchronization approach for cloud storage services, with less compute
and protocol (metadata) overheads. To fully utilize the CDC
approach in delta synchronization and address the challenges
as mentioned above, we make the following four critical
contributions in this paper:
•

•

•

•

We use FastCDC to split the client and server files into
independent chunks, which helps simplify the chunkmatching process in the rsync protocol.
Proposing a novel weak hash, called FastFp, to replace
Adler32 in rsync by effectively piggybacking on the
Gear hashes generated from FastCDC. The new FastFp
(CDC + weak hash) is much faster than Adler32 used
in rsync while achieving nearly a comparable hash
collision ratio.
Redesigning the client/server communication protocol
to reduce both compute overhead and network traffic
by: a first checking weak hash and then computing
& matching the strong hash of the weak-hash-matched
chunks, to reduce most of the unnecessary compute of
strong hash on the mismatched chunks, and b merging
the consecutive weak-hash-matched chunks into a single
large chunk to reduce the size of Match Token (metadata
overhead) for network interactions in Dsync.
Comprehensive evaluation driven by both real-world and
benchmark datasets illustrates that Dsync performs 2×4× faster and supports 30%-50% more clients than the
state-of-the-art rsync-based WebR2sync+ [32] and the
traditional deduplication-based solution [23].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the background and related work. In Section III, we
discuss the deficiency of the state-of-the-art WebR2sync+ approach and the potential of the CDC-based approach. Section
IV describes the design and implementation details of Dsync.
Section V presents the evaluation results of Dsync, including
comparisons with the latest rsync-based WebR2sync+ and

deduplication-based solutions. Finally, Section VI concludes
this paper and outlines future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Generally speaking, there are two approaches to synchronize
a native file from the client to the server in the cloud storage
service, full sync and delta sync. The former, which simply
transfers the whole file to the server, is suitable for small
files [28], while the latter, which only transfers the modified
data of a file (i.e., the delta) to the server to minimize the
network traffic, is suitable for large files.
Delta sync shows the most significant advantage when the
files are frequently modified, e.g., files with multiple versions
or consecutive edits. A recent study [13] on several campus
border routers indicates that the traffic volume of DropBox,
which uses delta synchronization, accounts for 4% of the total
traffic due to the frequent interactions between clients and
servers for calculating the delta (modified) data, highlighting
the significance of reducing network traffic volume with delta
synchronization. Actually, delta sync approaches have been
widely studied by many works of literature including Unix
diff [16], Vcdiff [18], WebExpress [15], rsync [26],
Content-Defined Chunking (CDC) [9], [23] and delta encoding
algorithms [21], [25], [30]. Representative sync techniques
supported by the state-of-the-art cloud storage services are
summarized in Table I and discussed next.
a) Sync tools supported by industry.: Commercial cloud
storage services include Dropbox, GoogleDrive, OneDrive,
Seafile and et cetera. [8]. The PC clients of both Dropbox and
Seafile support delta sync, where DropBox’s sync is based
on Fix-Sized Chunking (FSC) and Seafile’s sync employs
Content-Defined Chunking (CDC). To alleviate the compute
overhead, the Android client of Seafile uses full sync to
avoid energy consumed by the delta calculation in sync.
Besides, other cloud storage services such as GoogleDrive and
OneDrive also choose to support full sync for simplicity.
b) Sync tools proposed by academia.: Most of the research proposals for sync tools support delta sync for better performance (to save network bandwidth and accelerate
network transmission). rsync is a known synchronization
protocol first proposed by Tridgell to effectively synchronize a
file between two hosts over a network connection with limited
bandwidth [26], [27]. This approach is later adopted as the
standard synchronization protocol in GNU /Linux [5].
Recent studies, such as DeltaCFS [34], PandaSync [28],
and WebSync [32], make innovative improvements on top
of rsync. Specifically, DeltaCFS directly records the minor
modifications to reduce compute and network overheads due
to frequent synchronization. PandaSync strikes a tradeoff between full sync and delta sync since full sync can effectively
reduce the round trip time (rtt) for small files between the
client and server. WebR2sync+ [32] makes the first attempt to
implement delta sync over Web browsers, which is a dominant
form of Internet access. To avoid the influence of the poor
performance of browsers when executing compute-intensive
byte-wise comparison of hash values, WebR2sync+ shifts the

TABLE I
DATA SYNCHRONIZATION TECHNIQUES .
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Source

Full Sync1

DropBox (W/A) [8]3
Seafile (W) [6]
Seafile (A) [6]
GoogleDrive (W/A) [8]
OneDrive (W/A) [8]
rsync [5]
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PandaSync [28]
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QuickSync [8]
LBFS [23]
UDS [20]
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×
×
√
√
√
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×
√
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Fig. 1. Workflow chart of rsync.

III. C HALLENGES AND M OTIVATION
comparison to the server and replaces the cumbersome MD5
hash function with a lightweight hash function called SipHash.
Due to the boundary shifting problem, QuickSync [8] employs
the CDC approach rather than rsync, where a dynamical
chunking strategy is used to adapt to bandwidth changes
and remove more redundancy of the local file. As one of
the pioneers in data deduplication, LBFS [23] splits the file
into chunks using the CDC technique, calculates and then
compares their SHA1 fingerprints to detects duplicate chunks.
It finally transmits the non-duplicate chunks from the client
to the server. UDS (Update-batch delayed sync) [20] uses
a batched sync strategy to avoid bandwidth overuse due to
frequent modifications on the basis of Dropbox.
In summary, as shown in Table I, delta sync with local buffer
requires the client to have extra storage and compute overheads
while full sync is simple but not bandwidth-efficient. Despite
the advantages of rsync-based synchronization approaches,
the exceptionally high compute overhead of the rsync protocol due to byte-wise comparison, and hash calculation severely
limits its applicability to resource-constrained client systems,
especially for synchronizing large files. Thus, in this paper, we
focus on providing a lightweight, portable delta sync approach
on resource-constrained client systems, via Web browsers on
Mobile phones, IoT devices and et cetera. Thus, it is quite
inconvenient for such a resource-constrained Web browser to
maintain the metadata buffer of the client files for delta sync.
On the other hand, deduplication-based sync [23] offers a
possibility to avoid byte-wise chunk-matching in rsync. Note
that our work is substantially different from all the previous
works (shown in Table I) in that it is the first attempt to
combine the CDC approach with the traditional rsync model
to effectively synchronize data when the client is resourceconstrained, without local buffer and sufficient compute capacity for executing rsync-like delta sync protocols.

Problems of rsync. To better understand the strengths and
weaknesses of rsync [27], we first illustrate how it works
with the help of Figure 1 that shows a three-phase workflow.
•

•

•

In Phase 1, when a client needs to synchronize a file,
it first sends a request (including the name of the local
file f’) to the server. Upon receiving the client request,
the server starts to chunk the server file f by Fix-Sized
Chunking and calculate weak but fast-rolling hashes (i.e.,
Adler32) as well as a strong but slow hash (i.e., MD5)
of the chunks as their weak and strong fingerprints.
Both weak and strong fingerprints are included in the
Checksum List and sent to the client.
In Phase 2, the client slides a fixed-size window on the
file f’, to generate chunks and their weak hash Adler32 to
match with Adler32 fingerprints of file f in the Checksum
List. Note that: 1 if the current chunk under the sliding
window does not match any Adler32 fingerprints in the
Checksum List, the window will slide further byte by
byte until a matched chunk is found. 2 If the weak-hashmatched chunk is found, its strong hash MD5 will be then
calculated and checked in the Checksum List to avoid
the case of weak hash collision, and the sliding window
will slide by the size of the window after confirming the
matched chunk. This phase takes a rather long time due to
the byte-by-byte sliding window-based chunk matching.
In Phase 3, the client generates Delta Bytes, including the
mismatched chunks and their metadata, and sends them
to the server where the file is synchronized/reconstructed
with f’ = f + Delta Bytes.

WebR2sync+ is implemented based on rsync, assuming
that the client is a Web browser. Considering the low compute
capacity on a Web browser, WebR2sync+ shifts the chunkmatching process from the client to the server. Its workflow
is also three-phased, as shown in Figure 2.
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•

•

•
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In Phase 1, in contrast to rsync, the pre-treatment (i.e.
the chunking and hashing of the file) is moved from the
client to the server, and the strong hash is replaced by
SipHash, a faster strong hash function.
In Phase 2, the chunk-matching process is moved from
the client to the server, and the strong hash calculation is
also changed to SipHash. The operation in this phase is
almost the same as rsync. After that, the Match Token
that indicates which chunks match will be sent to the
server.
In Phase 3, the client generates the Delta Bytes to be sent
to the server and file f’ is reconstructed according to file
f and Delta Bytes, which is the same as rsync.

Although WebR2sync+ improves on rsync, it does not
address the challenges facing the latter fundamentally. More
specifically, in Phase 2, the time-consuming byte-wise chunkmatching remains unchanged in WebR2sync+, which is especially problematic for large files or files with significant
modifications. In other words, the matching window needs to
slide from the beginning to the end of a file byte by byte,
comparing every byte in the worst case [14], [21], as shown
in Figure 4(a). By contrast, the Content-Defined Chunking
technique used in data deduplication provides an opportunity
to avoid the cumbersome calculation of overlapping chunks,
as shown in Figure 4(b).
Advantages of Content-Defined Chunking (CDC). CDC is
proposed to solve the “boundary-shift” problem. As shown in
Figure 3, CDC uses a sliding-window technique on the content
of files and computes a hash value (e.g., Rabin [17], Gear [30])
of the window. A chunk cut-point is declared if the hash value
satisfies some pre-defined condition. Therefore, as shown in
Figure 3, by using the CDC technique, chunks C3 and C4 of
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Fingerprinting 3 strings and index 3 times

FileSize/AverageChunkLengthSize
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Verbatim-based Chunking and Content-Defined
Chunking used for string matching. CDC-based approach executes much fewer
fingerprinting and searching operations.

file V2 will still be identified for data deduplication (with file
V1 ) although their boundaries have been shifted or changed
due to file modification.
In contrast, as mentioned earlier, rsync-based approaches
employ a verbatim-based chunking technique, which is timeconsuming. We believe that this CDC technique can be
utilized for chunking in rsync to significantly reduce the
compute cost for hash calculation and chunk indexing. To
better demonstrate the advantages of CDC, Figure 4 contrasts
the process for chunk boundary identification in rsync-based
approaches, which we refer to as verbatim-based chunking,
and that in CDC-based approaches. CDC-based approaches
generate much fewer chunks for fingerprinting and indexing
than the traditional rsync-based approaches, especially for
the file of considerable size.
Disadvantages of CDC-based approach. Obviously, CDC
introduces additional compute overhead for delta synchronization, i.e., computing rolling hashes for chunking. Further,
CDC leads to slightly more network traffic than rsync-based
approaches since it may fail to eliminate redundancy among
similar but non-duplicate chunks (i.e., the very similar chunks
C2 and C7 in Figure 3).
Nevertheless, the CDC technique remains attractive because
it greatly simplifies the chunk fingerprinting and searching
process. To fully leverage the advantages while avoiding
disadvantages of the CDC technique, we aim to propose a
new rsync-based approach using the CDC technique in this
paper to simplify the delta sync process while overcoming
the aforementioned problems of CDC, i.e., lower compression
ratio problem and additional compute overhead.
IV. D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
A. Architecture and Algorithm Overview
Architecture overview. To address the problems in rsync,
Dsync introduces Content-Defined Chunking and makes optimizations above that. As depicted in Figure 5, the Dsync architecture for delta synchronization consists of four key functional
components, namely, Content-Defined Chunking, weak/strong
hashing, communication protocol, and hash matching.
• Content-Defined Chunking. In Dsync, the client file f’
(to be synced) and server file f will be first divided
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Chunking

Chunking
Weak/Strong
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Strong hash
matching

Server

Communication
protocol
Weak-hash-matched chunk index
&Strong hash

Weak/Strong
hashing
Weak hash
matching

Fig. 5. Dsync Architecture overview.

•

•

•

into several chunks by Content-Defined Chunking (i.e.,
FastCDC) for future detection of duplicate chunks.
Weak/strong hashing. In Dsync, two-level hash values
(i.e., weak/strong hash) are calculated for checking duplicate chunks. The weak hash, which is fast with low
compute overhead, is employed to first quickly check
the potential duplicate chunks that, once identified, are
further confirmed by the strong hash, which is cryptographically secure, to avoid a hash collision. Otherwise, if
the weak hash mismatches, the chunk is marked as unique
and strong hash (SHA1) calculation will be skipped.
Hash matching. In this module, the weak hash values of
chunks are compared first to find the potentially-matched
chunks on the server and their strong hash values will
be further confirmed on clients. Only the chunks whose
strong hash values match will be regarded as duplicate
chunks. Otherwise, they will be regarded as new chunks
(i.e., delta data) and sent to the server.
Communication protocol. It is responsible for interactions
between client and server in Dsync, to check the above
mentioned weak and strong hash values of files to obtain
the delta data for synchronization ultimately.

Algorithm overview. Introducing FastCDC in rsync is
presented in Section IV-B, but we find the following two
problems:
•

•

CDC algorithm brings extra chunking overhead. We find
it feasible to utilize the chunking algorithm to generate a
weak hash to replace Adler32 in rsync. In this way,
the extra chunking overhead counterweights the CPU
overhead for generating weak hash fingerprints. It will
be discussed in section IV-C.
The original communication protocol for rsync-based
synchronization is not efficient for the CDC-based approach. Specifically, we find that the strong hash computation and comparison used in rsync would also be
unnecessary in Dsync if the chunks’ weak hashes mismatch, which motivates us to redesign the communication
protocol for Dsync. It will be discussed in section IV-D.

With coordinated operations of the above four components
in Dsync, mismatched chunks will be sent to the server as
Delta Bytes. A detailed workflow of Dsync with these four
key components is presented next.

B. Baseline:Dsync using FastCDC
Among existing proposals aimed to accelerate the chunking speed, FastCDC [31] appears to be a right candidate
for rsync with low compute overhead for chunking. In
our current implementation of Dsync, we directly transplant
FastCDC into Dsync for chunking based on WebR2sync+ [32]
(one of the latest improved version of rsync). Further, we
replace SipHash with SHA1 in WebR2sync+, since it is a
widely acknowledged cryptographically secure hash algorithm
for data deduplication [29], [35]. As shown in Figure 6, the
current implementation of Dsync consists of the following
three phases:
•

•

•

Pre-treatment Phase. In this phase, the client splits the
file into chunks via FastCDC [31] and calculates their
weak and strong hash values (i.e., Adler32 and SHA1) as
rsync does. After that, the fingerprints are sent to the
server. Compared with the model of the rsync protocol,
where files are divided into fix-sized chunks, the CDC
approach incurs extra compute overhead. Therefore, this
phase is theoretically slower than that of rsync (see
Figure 2).
Matching Phase. Upon receiving the Checksum List (i.e.,
Adler32 and SHA1 values of the client file f’), the server
starts to chunk the server file f and calculate hash values
as the client does. Then the server searches the Checksum
List (of the client file f’) for the duplicate chunks in file
f, and the metadata of matched chunks will be sent back
to the client. Our model compares the data chunk by
chunk while the rsync model compares the data byte
by byte if the chunk fingerprints of the server file f do not
match any hash values of the client file f’. Theoretically,
our approach is much more efficient than rsync in this
phase.
Reconstructing Phase. Upon receiving the Match Tokens,
the client will send the literal bytes of the chunks that do
not match, also known as the Delta Bytes. Based on the
Delta Bytes from the client and the server file f, the server
reconstructs the client file f’ = f +delta. In this phase,
Dsync is almost the same as rsync.

In essence, this current version of Dsync simplifies the
comparison for the duplicate chunks for delta synchronization
by employing CDC. But it has two weaknesses as discussed in
Section III: 1 additional compute overhead from CDC, 2 low
redundancy detection ratio due to the coarse-grained chunkmatching after CDC. For the first weakness, we will utilize
the hash values generated by Content-Defined Chunking in
FastCDC, as the weak hash (for duplicate pre-matching), to
compensate for additional compute overhead for chunking, as
detailed in Section IV-C. For the second weakness, we will
redesign the communication protocol to minimize the size of
metadata for the Match Token in the matching phase and also
minimize the hash calculation in the whole Dsync workflow,
as detailed in Section IV-D.
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Fig. 7. A schematic diagram of FastFp using Gear hash.

C. FastFp Implementation
As discussed in the last subsection, in the pre-treatment
phase in Dsync, the CDC technique incurs extra calculation
even though FastCDC is very fast. Since CDC is sliding on
the data by using the rolling hash algorithm, it is feasible
to quickly obtain the weak hash for Dsync according to the
rolling hashes during CDC. This method will replace the
additional calculation for weak hash (i.e., adler32, also a
rolling hash) in the traditional rsync approaches.
f p = (f p << 1) + G(b)

Gear

Sliding window [i](32Byte)

1. Pre-treatment
Running FastCDC;
Calculating/Comparing
Adler32 & SHA-1;

2. Matching

Coverage of the sliding window

(1)

As shown in Equation 1, FastCDC uses fewer operations
to generate rolling hashes through a small random integer
table G[] to map the values of the byte contents b, called
Gear-based hashing, to achieve higher chunking throughput
than other rolling hash algorithms [31]. The Gear hash is also
weak, but compared with Adler32 it only represents the hash of
several bytes because of “rolling”, and thus has a high collision
ratio if we directly use the Gear hash as the weak hash for
an 8KB chunks. Fortunately, according to our observation on
FastCDC-based data deduplication, Gear hash in FastCDC can
be improved to achieve similar hashing efficiency as the classic
adler32 used in rsync.
Therefore, to reduce Gear hash collisions, we develop
FastFp, a novel and fast weak hash, as shown in Figure 7.
The length of the sliding window is set to 32 Byte. According
to the Equation 1, the original Gear hash is only relevant
to the content that is 32-Byte away from the cut point due
to the shift operation for “rolling”. To make the Gear hash
representative of the global content, we can combine the
Gear hash of different windows through a particular operation,
say “+” as an example (operation “⊕” will be compared
and evaluated later as well in Section V-B), to generate
a new hash called “FastFp”. Specifically, the fingerprint of the
sliding window will be added every time the window slides
over a certain distance, say 16Bye as an instance, and different
distances will also be evaluated and study later in Section V-B.

The most significant difference between FastFp and Gear
hash is that Gear is only related to a very limited range of
the chunk (i.e., the size of the sliding window) while FastFP
is related to all the contents of the chunks by using an extra
operation ‘+’ to combine many Gear hashes into one hash
value (as illustrated in Figure 7). These addition operations
are so lightweight as not to influence the overall performance
of FastCDC. In this way, FastFp is relevant to the data of the
whole chunk.
Therefore, based on the original FastCDC, FastFp is very
fast since it only adds one addition (“+”) operation after each
time the sliding window moves 16 bytes.
D. Client/Server Communication Protocol
In this subsection, we propose a novel communication
protocol to reduce the compute overhead while simultaneously
minimizing the network traffic.
Reducing strong hash compute overhead. According to our
observation of FastCDC-based Dsync prototype, as shown in
Figure 6, Dsync can reduce the compute of strong hash on the
data chunks whose weak hash values mismatch. Therefore, the
strong hash values computed on the clients are essentially not
needed in the pre-treatment phase. Based on this observation,
we establish a new delta sync protocol that minimizes the
compute overhead for strong hash values. The new protocol
is shown in Figure 8 with several improvements on the three
phases of Dsync as follows:
• In Phase 1, Dsync splits the client file f’ into several
chunks via FastCDC with their weak hash (FastFp) values
generated. Then FastFp hash values and the lengths of
chunks are packed into the Checksum List (no longer
strong hash SHA1 now) and sent to the server.
• In Phase 2, upon receiving the Checksum List, the server
splits the file f into chunks by FastCDC and also obtains
these chunks’ FastFp. After that, the server searches the
Checksum List for the weak hash values of chunks in f.
If the weak hash value of a chunk is matched, the server
computes the SHA1 hash value of the matched chunk in
file f for further confirmation by sending Match Tokens
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Calculating FastFP;
2. Matching
Calculating/Compare
FastFP & SHA-1;

3. Reconstructing
Generate DeltaBytes

Server

Checksum
List
Token

Match

DeltaByte
s
Ack

file: f
1. Pre-treatment

Running FastCDC;
Calculating/Compare FastFP;
Calculating SHA-1;
Reconstructing
f + delta = f‘

Fig. 8. The redesigned protocol of Dsync to minimize the strong hash
calculation.

(including all the matched chunks indices of file f’ and
the SHA1 values of the matched chunks in file f ) to
the client. Then the client checks the SHA1 values of
the weak-hash-matched chunks of file f’ according to the
Match Tokens.
• In Phase 3, the mismatched chunks, together with their
indices, form Delta Bytes, are then sent to the server.
Finally, the server reconstructs the client file f’ according
to the server file f and Delta Bytes from the client.
Compared with the preliminary FastCDC-based Dsync protocol in Figure 6, the client does not calculate the SHA1
value until it receives the Match Tokens from the server. In
consequence, the task of searching SHA1 values is shifted to
the client. Moreover, only the weak-hash-matched chunks will
be calculated SHA1 for confirming duplicates; thus, the SHA1
calculation is minimized in Dsync, as shown in Figure 8.
Reducing network traffic. Inspired by the widespread existence of redundancy locality observed by many deduplication studies [29], [35], which states the observation that
the duplicate chunks say, A, B, and C, in a file appear in
approximately the same order throughout multiple full backups
or similar files with a very high probability, we believe that this
redundancy locality can also be exploited in Dsync for network
traffic reduction. Precisely, the consecutive chunks (potentially
duplicate) matched by their weak hashes can be collectively
regarded as a much larger chunk, which can significantly
reduce the metadata traffic (i.e., the number of Match Tokens)
in Dsync.
Figure 9 shows how we merge several consecutive weakhash-matched chunks into a larger one in Dsync. Upon receiving the Checksum List of the client file, the server also
chunks and fingerprints the server file f with weak hash as
the client does. After that, the server compares the weak hash
of its file with that contained in the Checksum List. The
consecutive weak-hash-matched chunks will be treated as a
single larger chunk to compute strong hash, which will be
sent back to the client later and compared. If the strong hash
fingerprint of merged single one chunk does not match that
of the client, we will transfer the strong hash fingerprints of
the constituent chunks when the merged chunk is beyond a
predefined threshold (we set it up as 800KB). Otherwise, the
mismatched chunk will be directly transferred to the server.

Collision probability. The implementation of merging
chunks is based on the assumption that the chunks with the
same weak hash value are likely to have the same strong hash
value with a very high probability. To make this clear, as
we did earlier, we suppose that the probability of weak hash
collision is p1 . It can be argued that the main reason for the
hash collision of a merged chunk is that the weak hashes of
modified chunks among those constituting the merged chunk
are the same as their corresponding weak hashes before their
modifications. That is to say, hash collision happens on all
modified chunks. If the merged chunk contains n chunks of
which m are modified, the conditional probability of hash
collision of the merged chunk with modifications to exactly
m constituent chunks is thus (p1 )m . The final hash collision
probability of the merged chunk is the weighted mean of the
hash collision probabilities under all modification conditions,
and we assume that the probability of any m chunks being
modified is cm . Since 1 ≤ m ≤ n, the probability of a merged
chunk with n constituent chunks to be falsely considered
matched (false positive) can be computed as
n
X
cm (p1 )m ,
PCollision =
(2)
m=1

where

n
X

cm = 1, 0 ≤ cm ≤ 1.

(3)

m=1

According to Equation 2, we can find that the probability of
a false positive for detecting a matched merged chunk is the
linear combination of the collision probabilities under different
modification conditions. Here cm represents the probability of
the various number of colliding chunks occurrence. Whatever
cm is, the collision probability always satisfies:
(p1 )n ≤ PCollision ≤ p1 .

(4)

In other words, the probability of the hashes of the merged
chunks colliding is lower than or equal to the hash collision
probability of a single chunk, which is acceptably low for our
design.
Benefit of merging chunks. Based on the locality of duplicate
chunks (redundancy locality), we can merge the weak-hashmatched chunks together to reduce the amount of metadata
transmitted. In this scheme, there will be only one strong
hash to send for consecutively weak-hash-matched chunks.
Specifically, if the file is as large as 10MB and only modified
on one data chunk (with avg. chunk size of 8KB for CDC in
Dsync), the merged chunk, however, only sends about 60B
SHA1 (three chunks, two duplicates, one unique) because
there will be only three chunks after merging; while the
unmerged chunks will send about 25KB SHA1 (about 427×
reduction by Dsync).
Solution to tackle chunk collision. If the strong hash of the
merged chunk mismatches, there are two options to handle this
problem. One is to compare the strong hashes of the individual
chunks of the merged chunk and then transmit the strong-hashunmatch chunks, and the other is to transmit all the constituent
chunks of a merged chunk directly. Our scheme chooses the
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Fig. 9. Merging several consecutive weak-hash-matched chunks into one
chunk to reduce metadata overhead.
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Data structures for interactions. Figure 10 shows how
data transferred in the corresponding three key interactions is
formatted in Dsync (see Figure 8). In Phase 1, the Checksum
List starts with the total number of chunks, followed by the
weak hash and length of chunks one by one. In this phase,
the data index is not attached, but the chunk sequence is
stored on the server. In Phase 2, the Match Token indicates
the matched chunks and starts with the total number of chunks
(note that here each chunk is merged from the consecutive
matched chunks), followed by the metadata of each chunk. The
metadata of each chunk is composed of three parts, the first
unmerged chunk index, the number of the constituent chunks
of a merged chunk and strong-hash fingerprint. In Phase 3, the
data also starts with the number of unique chunks , and it is
followed by the detailed information of these unique chunks.
The chunk information is composed of its index, length, and
content. Note that the index mentioned above refers to the
sequence number of the chunk in Checksum List.

Patch File:
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Chunk n
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Data

Fig. 10. The detailed format of data transferred in the three network
interactions in Dsync.

latter since the hash collision probability of a merged chunk
is very low, as discussed above.
Finally, the communication between the client and server is
based on the WebSocket protocol. The protocol regulates a permessage-deflate compression extension [33], and most of the
mainstream Web browsers support it and the data transmitted
is usually compressed by default.
E. Other Implementation Issues
In this subsection, we will discuss other implementation
issues in Dsync for better understanding of its design.
Cross-platform based implementation. Dsync is designed as
a lightweight Web-based synchronization service accessible on
most devices without requiring client buffer. The Web browser
is one of the most prevailing accesses to the Internet and a
Web-based service has the advantage to be cross-platform,
while the PC or portable device clients have to be compiled
and maintained for different operating systems. The application scenario of Dsync includes but is not limited to devices
with low compute capacity (i.e., many resource-constrained
systems, such as Mobile phone, IoT devices and et cetera).
Note that data compression is a common practice to reduce
the network traffic, and both Dsync and WebR2Sync+ enable
the default compression of sync message supported by the
Web browser. In general, the data compression is an attempt
to trade-off between network traffic size and CPU overhead.
Compression slows down the overall synchronization under
sufficiently high bandwidth but makes it faster when network
is insufficient. It is observed that default compression makes
Dsync faster only if the network is below 100 Mbps.

V. E VALUATION
In this section, we first introduce the experimental setup
for Dsync. And then we conduct a sensitivity study of Dsync.
Besides, an overall comparison between Dsync and the stateof-art rsync-based WebR2sync+ [32] and deduplicationbased solution [23], [31] is evaluated and discussed.
A. Experimental Setup
Experimental Platform. We run the experiments on a quadcore Intel i7-7700 CPU, 16GB memory PC with Windows 10
operating system and a 6GB RAM, 64GB ROM mobile phone
with Huawei honor V10. The PC client runs on Chrome v76.0
(windows) while the mobile phone client is on Chrome v74.0
(Android). Besides, the server runs on node v12.8 with a quadcore virtual machine @3.2GHz (installed Ubuntu Server 16.04
with 16GB memory and 128GB disk). To simulate actual
network status, we tune the bandwidth to be 100Mbps and
rtt to be 30ms.
Performance Metrics. We evaluate delta sync approaches in
terms of two main metrics: sync time and sync traffic. The sync
time metric refers to the time spent on the whole sync process.
The sync traffic metric measures the total amount of data
transmitted, including the Checksum List, Match Token, and
Delta Bytes, as discussed in Section IV (see Figure 8). Note
that, although the transmitted data is compressed by default
by the Web browsers, the sync traffic measured and evaluated
in this paper is the volume of data traffic before compression.
For each data point reported we run the experiment five times
to obtain a statistically meaningful average measure for the
delta sync performance.
Delta Sync Configurations. We build our Dsync on top
of the open-sourced WebR2sync+ [32]. Dsync is written in
a total of ∼2000 lines of JavaScript and ∼200 lines of C
code. The deduplication-based delta sync solution (Dedup
for short) is based on LBFS [23] except that we use
the latest FastCDC [31] to replace the Rabin-based CDC
for higher chunking speed. Therefore, we use open-sourced

WebR2sync+ [32] and FastCDC-based Dedup as baselines
for performance comparison with Dsync. To be fair, all the
experiments enable the default compression since the original
WebR2Sync+ also employs that [32]. In the evaluation, we
use the average chunk size of 8KB, which is also used in
WebR2sync+ [32] and LBFS [23].
Benchmark Datasets. Silesia [10] is a widely acknowledged dataset for data compression [11] covering typical data
types that are commonly used, including text, executables,
pictures, htmls and et cetera. According to several published
studies on real-world and benchmark datasets [24], [30], the
file modifications are made at the beginning, middle, and
end of a file with a distribution of 70%, 10%, and 20%
respectively [24]. Similar to the operations in QuickSync [8]
and WebR2sync+ [32], modifications in the forms of ‘cut’,
‘insert’, and ‘inverse’ are also made on the original data, where
‘inverse’ represents flipping the binary data (e.g., inversing
10111001 to 01000110). To generate the benchmark datasets,
we cut 10MB out of Silesia corpus and make modifications
to the file with the modification size of 32B, 256B, 2KB,
16KB, 128KB and 1MB on it respectively. Three types of
file modifications are made following the pattern described
above, and each fraction for the file modifications takes 256B
at most. In our benchmark datasets, under 10% modification
with each modification of 256B, over 90% of the data chunks
will be unique if we use the average chunk size of 8KB for
delta synchronization.
Real-World Datasets. In addition to the synthesized datasets
above, we use the following four real-world datasets to evaluate the performance of the delta sync approaches:
• PPT. We collect 48 versions of a PowerPoint document from personal uses in the cloud storage (totalling
467MB).
• GLib. We collect the GLib source code from versions
2.4.0 through 2.9.5 sequentially. The codes are tarred,
and each version is of almost 20MB, totalling 860 MB.
• Pictures. We use a public picture manipulation
dataset [7], which contains 48 pictures in the ‘PNG’
format (totalling 280 MB) with no lossy compression
and the manipulation pattern is to paste a certain area
of a photo in another place.
• Mails. We collect some mails from a public mail
dataset [2] and each mail contains the past replies. The
mails are tarred with two versions by time, and the total
size is about 1839 MB.
B. Performance of the Weak Hash FastFp
Hashing speed and hash collision ratio are the two most
important metrics for evaluating the effectiveness of weak hash
FastFp. In this subsection, to evaluate the hash collision, we
generate five files consisting of random numbers for the given
size of 1GB, 10GB, and 100GB (totalling 15 files). Since
the sync service is implemented in JavaScript (our evaluation
environment), we run FastFp, Gear, and Adler32 via node.js
on the Chrome browser of the PC with i7-7700 CPU. As has
been stated in Section IV-C, the operation includes “XOR”

TABLE II
T HROUGHPUT AND COLLISION RATIO COMPARISON . H ERE FAST F P IS
EVALUATED WITH DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS : “⊕” IS FOR “XOR”, “+”
IS FOR “PLUS”, WINDOW SLIDING DISTANCE IS OF 8B, 16B, 32B.

Algorithms
Adler32
Gear
FastFp(⊕ 8B)
FastFp(⊕16B)
FastFp(⊕32B)
FastFp(+ 8B)
FastFp(+16B)
FastFp(+32B)

Thpt
(MB/s)
295.6
527.8
460.0
459.2
460.4
396.9
397.5
409.6

Hash collision ratio under
different random file size
100GB
10GB
1GB
2.3 × 10−10
2.3 × 10−10
2.4 × 10−10
6.8 × 10− 7
6.8 × 10− 7
6.8 × 10− 7
2.2 × 10−10
2.2 × 10−10
3.1 × 10−10
2.3 × 10−10
2.3 × 10−10
1.5 × 10−10
2.2 × 10−10
2.4 × 10−10
3.1 × 10−10
2.3 × 10−10
2.4 × 10−10
2.8 × 10−10
−10
−10
2.3 × 10
2.2 × 10
1.8 × 10−10
2.3 × 10−10
2.3 × 10−10
4.0 × 10−10

and “PLUS” while the sliding window is applied with the
operation every time it slides over 8B, 16B and 32B, totalling
6 different configurations. The Gear hash here refers to the
hash value of the sliding window using FastCDC when the
boundary of a chunk is found during chunking.
Table II shows the averaged hashing speeds and collision
ratios of Adler32, Gear, and FastFp with different configurations. The evaluation is to calculate the hashes of chunks
with an average chunk size of 8KB on the random number
workloads, which is often used for evaluating hash efficiency.
The metric collision ratio listed in Table II is calculated based
on Equation 5 as defined below, which is the total combination
of two unique chunks with identical weak hash fingerprint
divided by the combination of picking any two chunks from
all the chunks.
Pn
ni C 2
(5)
pcollision = i=2 2 i
Cn
Here i represents the number of collision occurrences for
a given weak hash while ni corresponds to the number of
such i-times colliding weak hash fingerprints (e.g., if ten
different chunks are sharing the same weak hash and there
are seven such weak hash fingerprints, then i equals to 10
and ni equals to 7). The results exactly prove the uniformity
of our FastFp. Essentially speaking, picking two colliding
chunks is equivalent to finding a new chunk that has the
same weak hash fingerprint as the given one. Therefore, the
probability is supposed to be 1/232 if the output of the
hash function is uniformly distributed, which is consistent
with our experiments. For a small file, say 100MB (12800
chunks in total and according to table II, colliding probability
is 2.3 × 10−10 at maximum), the maximum colliding-chunk
number is calculated as only 0.04 (according to Equation 5,
we can get the biggest colliding-chunk number when ni = 0 if
i 6= 2) when chunked with FastFp at an average size of 8KB,
indicating a quite low possibility for collision occurrence.
Table II suggests that under the different file sizes, the hash
speeds of FastFp reaches almost 400-460MB/s, about 50%
higher than Adler32. Besides, FastFp using “⊕” is faster than
using “+” while the sliding distance nearly does not influence
the hashing throughput. The fast speed of FastFp is due to
that FastFp (running on the top of Gear) consumes fewer
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Fig. 11. Total traffic ratio as a function of the modification size,
after/before applying the Dsync protocol that merges consecutive weakhash-matched chunks.

instructions for the rolling hash comparing with Adler32 [31].
For the collision ratio issue, it can also be seen that the bigger
the dataset is, the higher the probability of hash collision
will be (i.e., finding the two different chunks have the same
weak hash). Here we can observe that FastFp and Adler32
have almost identical hash collision ratios that are about three
orders of magnitude lower than the original Gear, while the
operation type and sliding distance has almost no influence
on the collision ratio. The high collision ratio of Gear stems
from the fact that it only involves the sliding window of
contents in the chunk boundary. It is worth noting that the
hash collision ratio is acceptably low since our synced files
are usually smaller than 1GB.
In summary, FastFp (CDC + weak hash), a new hash
function utilizing the byproduct of (hash values generated
by) FastCDC, is 1.5X faster but no weaker than the widely
acknowledged Adler32 weak hash used in rsync. To achieve
the best performance, we choose FastFp with ”XOR” operated
every time the window slides over 16B as default for other
experiments.
C. Performance of the Redesigned Protocol
Our redesigned sync protocol in Dsync aims to compute as
little strong hash (i.e., SHA1) as possible while minimizing
the amount of metadata transmitted over the network.
Figure 11 shows the ratio of total traffic over the network
after/before applying our Dsync protocol that merges consecutive weak-hash-matched chunks. When there are fewer
modifications (e.g., only inserting 32B), the total traffic is
reduced by 70% ∼ 80% in Dsync. As the size of modifications
grows, this ratio approaches 100%, and the trends for the three
types of modifications are almost identical. This is because, as
more modifications are made to the file, the traffic is gradually
dominated by the Delta Bytes since fewer, if any, weak-hashmatched chunks will be found. Specifically, for a 10MB file
using the average chunk size of 8KB, the transmission of
almost 1280 chunks’ SHA1 values, i.e., totalling 25KB of
metadata, will be eliminated. However, the reduced metadata
will be far overshadowed by the much larger amount of Delta
Bytes transmitted from the client to the server if too many
modifications are made to the file.

Figure 12 shows the sync time spent on the client as a
function of the modification size in WebR2sync+ and Dsync
(with the improved sync protocol) respectively. The bulk of the
client time is spent on generating Checksum List in the pretreatment phase and Delta Bytes in the reconstructing phase.
Thus, the sync time for both delta sync approaches is almost
the same because both of them must calculate the strong
hashes of all chunks. As the size of modifications grows, the
client time of our improved protocol decreases significantly
starting at 16KB. This is because when more modifications
are made to the client file, Dsync detects fewer weak-hashmatched chunks, leading proportionally fewer SHA1 circulations of unmatched chunks. Note that, unlike the rsync
protocol where the matching process is based on the technique
of the aforementioned Verbatim-based Chunking, the matching
process in Dsync has been greatly simplified by using the
FastCDC technique. That is, the strong hash calculations of
mismatched chunks on the client are eliminated owing to the
advantages of the CDC approach used in our Dsync design.
In summary, the redesigned protocol in Dsync can not only
effectively reduce the metadata transmitted over the network
but also reduce the compute overhead on the client-side.
D. Putting It All Together
In this subsection, we evaluate the overall performance of
Dsync. The evaluation includes the sync time breakdown of
Dsync, the impact of file size on Dsync performance, and the
capacity of supporting multiple clients and et cetera.
In essence, introducing a CDC technique in an rsynclike synchronization service can reduce the CPU overhead for
weak hash lookups. Figure 13 shows Dsync’s improvement
in searching and comparing hash values over WebR2Sync+.
When comparing weak hashes, the server constructs and
searches a hash table according to the Checksum List. In
the next stage, the client only compares the strong hashes of
the weak-hash-matched chunks. The curves show a consistent
trend under three file modification patterns. The dash lines
show the numbers of the weak hash lookups, which suggests
that Dsync is almost four orders of magnitude lower than
WebR2Sync+, indicating that the CDC approach can greatly
reduce the weak hash lookups.
The solid lines in Figure 13 show the results of stronghash comparisons. The number of strong hash comparison
operations represents the number of matched chunks. The
more matched chunks we find, the more strong-hash comparisons have to be executed. When file modifications are
minor, Dsync compares fewer strong hash fingerprints because
of our merging strategy and WebR2Sync+’s ability to find
more chunks than Dsync. However, when modification size is
1MB, it’s hard to find unmodified chunks for WebR2Sync+,
since the distance between two modifications is almost 8KB
while Dsync may find the matched chunks smaller than 8KB
(the chunk sizes are variable by CDC), as has been stated in
Section V-A. Therefore, Dsync has more matched chunks at
1MB modification, which thus needs to compare more strong
hashes. Even if WebR2Sync+ may compare fewer strong hash,
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Fig. 14. Sync time breakdown of WebR2sync+ and Dsync as a function of modification sizes.

Dsync calculates fewer hashes and has lower CPU overhead
because the strong hash calculation for some chunks is not
necessary for the CDC approach (see Section V-C).
Then we evaluate the breakdown of Dsync’s sync time comparing with WebR2sync+, as shown in Figure 14. Compared
with WebR2sync+, the time consumed by both the server and
the client has been greatly reduced and the time spent on the
client has been reduced as well, especially when the size of
modifications is larger than 128KB. Note that the necessary
time for Delta Bytes transmission (i.e., network time) cannot
be reduced by both Dsync and WebR2sync+, we target at
providing a lightweight delta sync solution with low compute
overhead in this paper.
Figure 15 shows the sync time as a function of the modification size of the three sync approaches. Overall, while Dsync
consistently outperforms the other two sync approaches, all

three approaches exhibit identical performance trends as the
modification size increases. When the modification is light
(e.g., less than 2KB), the advantage of Dsync is obvious. As
the modification size increases, Dsync’s advantage becomes
pronounced, outperforming WebR2Sync+ by a factor of two.
The dedup-based approach is slower than WebR2Sync+ when
modification size is small. Nevertheless, if more modifications
are made, Dedup outperforms WebR2Sync+ since it can more
effectively handle low-matching scenarios via CDC technique
(see Figure 4(b)).
Next, we evaluate the scalability of these approaches in
terms of the ability to support multiple clients simultaneously
by the measure of CPU utility, with results shown in Figure 16.
To support multiple clients synchronizing files simultaneously,
we run the client code on nodejs on PC instead of web
browsers. In this evaluation, the file modifications are executed
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Fig. 15. Sync time of the three delta sync approaches as a function of the modification size.
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TABLE III
S YNC PERFORMANCE OF THE THREE APPROACHES ON BOTH W INDOWS /A NDROID CLIENT ON FOUR REAL - WORLD DATASETS . N OTE THAT
W INDOWS /A NDROID PLATFORMS HAVE THE SAME SYNC TRAFFIC IN THE LAST THREE COLUMNS SINCE THEY ONLY DIFFER IN THE COMPUTE CAPACITY.

Dataset
Pictures
PPT
Mail
GLib

Sync Time(Seconds) (Windows/Android)
Dsync
WebR2sync+
Dedup
17.49/ 53.45
20.27/ 83.90
20.61/ 59.74
11.14/ 44.69
20.81/ 84.22
15.22/ 56.39
27.19/117.40
90.46/271.74
48.67/160.06
41.98/157.46
75.05/299.74
52.03/186.88

every 10 seconds on each client, and then the clients send the
delta sync request. To get the statistical error bounds, we run
the experiment 5 times for each point on the graph. Note that in
this evaluation, the lower the CPU utility an approach has, the
more scalable the approach is. The results indicate that Dsync
has the lowest CPU utility consistently among the three sync
approaches, making it the most scalable approach. In other
words, while Dsync is shown to support delta sync of about
370 clients, WebR2Sync+ and Dedup can only support about
250-300 clients concurrently.
Finally, we run our tests on four real-world datasets. In
this evaluation, in addition to the PC client (Windows), we
also test the three delta sync approaches on the Web browser
of the Mobile phone client (Android). Table III shows the
results of the Dsync, WebR2sync+, and Dedup schemes. First
of all, the sync services on the mobile phone client are running
much more slowly than on the PC client (3×-4× slower),
which is because a PC that is installed with Windows has
a much more powerful CPU than an Android mobile phone

Sync Traffic(MB) (Windows/Android)
Dsync
WebR2sync+
Dedup
94.3
105.3
104.4
162.2
162.4
164.0
635.4
638.0
637.6
497.8
455.4
532.7

device. Second, the sync time comparison among the three
approaches shows the consistent advantages of Dsync over
WebR2sync+ and Dedup on both PC and mobile phone clients
(about 1.5-3.3× faster). Third, the sync traffic volumes of the
three approaches are almost the same. Note that the sync traffic
for the Mail dataset is almost the same as that of the original
file because the size of a single mail and the modifications are
too small and the fully dispersed modifications lead to a very
low probability of chunk matching. Therefore, the CDC-based
approach is indeed more effective than rsync-based approach
and Dsync consistently and notably outperforms Dedup and
WebR2sync+.

In summary, Dsync runs 1.5×-3.3× faster than the stateof-the-art rsync based WebR2Sync+ and Dedue-based approach. The processing time of Dsync on both the client and
server sides has been greatly reduced compared with the latest
rsync based WebR2Sync+.

Sync time(s)
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WebR2sync+
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(a) Modification ratio of 1%.

the state-of-the-art rsync-based WebR2sync+ and the latest
deduplication-based approach.
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Fig. 17. Sync time of the four sync approaches for the large files in the
high-bandwidth environment.

E. High Bandwidth and Large Files
In this subsection, we evaluate Dsync performance on
the large files under the Gigabit network environment, as
shown in Figure 17. Here we add the FullSync approach
(without calculating the delta data) for better evaluating the
other three delta sync approaches. As mentioned earlier, the
chunk-matching process is very time-consuming in the rsync
based approaches, the results shown in Figure 17 suggest
that rsync-based WebR2sync+ spends 5×-8× more sync
time comparing with Dsync, and even much slower than the
FullSync approach. This is because WebR2sync+ spends too
much time on the process of byte-by-byte chunk-matching
on large files while the time spent on the network has been
reduced by using a high-bandwidth environment. Meanwhile,
Dsync runs much faster than FullSync since it not only
reduces the transmission of redundant data but also simplifies
the chunk-matching process, which well caters for the delta
sync demand of the future cloud storage services with high
bandwidth and large files. Note that our client is on the Web
browser and server is on a VM server. Thus only about 30%
of the total Gigabit bandwidth is consumed in this evaluation.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The traditional rsync-based approaches will introduce
the heavy computation overhead in the chunk matching
process for high-bandwidth cloud storage services. At the
same time, CDC-based deduplication simplifies the chunks
matching process but brings new challenges of the additional
computation overhead and low redundancy detection ratio.
In this paper, we propose Dsync, a deduplication-inspired
lightweight delta synchronization approach for cloud storage
services, to address the above challenges facing combining
CDC technique with the traditional rsync-based approaches.
The critical contributions of Dsync are to develop a fast,
weak hash called FastFp by piggybacking on hashes generated
from the chunking process of FastCDC and redesigning the
delta sync protocol by exploiting deduplication locality and
weak/strong hash properties, which makes CDC simplify the
delta sync process for cloud storage services, especially for the
large file synchronization and high-bandwidth environment.
Evaluation results, driven by both benchmark and real-world
datasets, demonstrate that our solution Dsync performs 2×8× faster and scales to 30%-50% more concurrent clients than
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